
Simon Fox

   A Winter’s Tale

Thanks

Special thanks to the extended Fox and Hickson families. More boxes of CDs to store now 
obviously. To my wife Alannah, for continuing excellence in hat-wear and patience. Many 
thanks to friends and fellow musicians for having me along, too many names to mention. For 
support and encouragement in the north: Stephen Rekas, William Piburn and Doug Cox.

And finally thanks to Lee Buddle for recording the CD,  
always after hours with insight second to none.

Copyright 2006 Simon Fox (AMCOS 
Societies, Australia). All songs written 
by Simon Fox. All rights reserved.
Unauthorized copying, reproduction, 
hiring, lending, public performance and 
broadcasting of this recording prohibited.

Tunings: Tracks: 1,3,5,8,9,11,14 
- DADGAD, 7 - BADGAD, 2,4,6,10,13 
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Sennheiser MKH-40 and Neumann 
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CD cover features the wonderful 
photography of Yanik Chauvin:  
www.yanikchauvin.com. Inside sleeve 
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provided by Larisa Vanstien. Artist 
photography by Simon Hayes. Artwork 
designed by Stephen Emery, email him 
at: poxilator@hotmail.com. Recorded 
and engineered by Lee Buddle at Sound 
Mine Studios, North Perth.
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 e Deep North: Heading through the Rocky Mountains I entered combat 
against a mosquito inside the caravan. Not the ideal place to take off a 
fingernail just before a gig, but the nice locals found me some acrylic nails 
with pink baubles and diamantes. It was quite the look.

Powderhorn: Chicken wings and buffalo burgers don’t come much better 
than this. Out on the edge of Calgary, the Powderhorn became our local 
for a short while. "is tune uses a banjo finger-picking technique called 
frailing, in the style of great American guitarist Steve Baughman.

 e Gathering Storm: A tune of several parts, this one came about 
after a chance recording late one New Years Eve. In amongst our 
antics of the night before, recorded onto my friend’s Mac, was a 
random piece of noodling which adapted into this song.

A Month of Rain: "e title refers to the month of our  
wedding, the day itself blessed with horizontal rain, the 
honeymoon narrowly avoiding floods in Switzerland and 
Hurricane Katrina on the news. A CGCGCD tune, this  
one brought together a number of homeless guitar parts  
late one rainy night.

A Winter’s Tale: A melancholy tune to close out a long 
winter in Calgary. It was quite a cast playing out those 
events from the bleak oilfields of Drumheller to the 
home-fires and mulled-wine of Bragg Creek.

Outpost: Perth has a way of drawing you back, 
with its mixed blessings of isolation and space. 
"is tune came together late into the recording 
bringing with it a little spontaneity.

Early Hours: A sleepy tune using a strange 
tuning (BADGAD). "e song was written 
during a stay in Sydney over the summer 
of 2004. House-minding by myself for 
a month, the mollusks nearly got the 
upper-hand deep in the nights.

All At Sea: "is tune was 
written during a stint in 
Canberra, and for some reason 
brings to mind only almonds and 
chlorine, the by-products of a new 
health regime. "at’s Canberra for you.

Any Day Now: New years eve on a farm in  
rural New South Wales, it was to be an escape 
from the madness of Sydney. In the blinding 
heat, bleary eyed and half asleep out on the  
front porch the next morning, this song  
surfaced completely written.

Ninety Mile Beach: "ere are two ways to drive 
from Canberra to Melbourne, the quick way and 
the route I inevitably took. "e long way takes 
you through Lakes Entrance, my old stomping 
ground on Australia’s east coast ninety mile beach.

Tromso: Along the top of Norway lies Tromso, 
the so-called “Paris of the North”. In the 
perpetual twilight it was odd to watch the locals 
casually drift by, unbothered about the green 
laser show above. "is song is a little on the 
classical side, exploring some interesting scales in 
the DADGAD tuning.

Off the Grid: Internet, television, endless 
software updates, anti-spyware, anti-spyware 
updates, virus checkers, hard-disk failures ... it 
never ends. Better off with an old caravan.

 e Nightwatchman: Another candle-burner. 
"e title refers to a rather quaint cricketing term, 
where a batsman is sent in late in a day’s play to 
protect the more capable team-mates from the 
perils of fading light and wearing pitches.

A Kettle of Fish: A rare bluegrass tune for me. 
My flat-mates nearly evicted me during the 
many months of repetitive practice it took to 
finish this one. "e song became so ingrained in 
my head that I stopped playing anything else at 
all. Again, warm apologies to my flat-mates.
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 1 The Deep North 3:12

 2 Powderhorn 2:37

 3 The Gathering Storm 3:05

 4 A Month of Rain 3:27

 5 A Winter’s Tale 2:10

 6 Outpost 3:29

 7 Early Hours 2:49

 8 All at Sea 2:56

 9 Any Day Now 2:23

 10 Ninety Mile Beach 3:11

 11 Tromso 3:09

 12 Off the Grid 2:43

 13 The Nightwatchman 3:21

 14 Kettle of Fish 2:49

Total Playing Time: 41:21
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Copyright 2006 Simon Fox (AMCOS Societies, Australia).  
All rights reserved.

�is collection of 14 acoustic guitar 
tunes explores everything from Celtic to 
ambient candle-burners, frailing claw-
hammer picking to bluegrass. Simon’s 
3rd CD lays the steel-string guitar bare, 
unaccompanied and compelling.
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